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New Internationalist is an independent, not-for-profit workers’ 

co-operative. These core founding principles define how we 

work with other organizations. Our approach is collaborative, 

listening and being flexible to your needs, offering products and 

services tailored to your mission, and sharing our many years of 

experience with you.

We have almost 40 years’ experience of providing high quality, 

distinctive and affordable services to NGOs, UN agencies and 

other organizations, including:

•	Amnesty	International	(UK)	 •	UNFPA
•	Oxfam	(UK)	 •	Greenpeace	International
•	Plan	International	(UK)	 			(Netherlands)
•	 ICRC	and	Red	Cross	Federation	 •	Ford	Foundation	(US) 
(Switzerland)	 •	Traidcraft	(UK)

A	broad	understanding	of	global	issues,	combined	with	an	
ethical and progressive approach to business, ensures an 

integrity and transparency that you can rely on.

A Partnership Approach



What we can offer you
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“Europe is on the move. The exiled peoples are going home,” wrote 

a correspondent to the London Times in May 1945. “The roads 

are filled with men and women of a score of nations. (...) Frequently they 

pause and rest in the warm sun, for the end of the shooting finds Europe 

not only injured but very tired.” As with the aftermath of the First World 

War, the needs of people displaced across the continent in 1945 were lim-

itless. Europe had become a sea of wandering people, stateless, hungry and 

lost. They needed clothes, food, and medical care. There were Slovenians, 

Slovaks and Romanians roaming through Yugoslavia, ethnic Germans 

expelled from central Europe and the many casualties of Europe’s newly 

drawn borders: soldiers, old people, whole families, lost children in rags 

and no shoes, communists and ex-storm troopers. Tuberculosis, typhus 

and scabies were rife. Some people had suitcases, some pushed wheelbar-

rows, some rode horses. Many did not want to go home, even if they knew 

where home was and how to get there.

The ICRC emerged from the Second World War widely and justly praised 

for its remarkable achievements, particularly in the field of international law 

and relief. However, it also had to face mounting criticism over its failure 

to speak out in condemnation of Hitler and the Nazis and over its attitude 

towards the atrocities committed. The passions that were unleashed by the 

debates now under way contributed to the sense of urgency that went into 

revising the Geneva Conventions. At the top of the list was the need to 

translate the weak Tokyo Draft of 1934 into a tough and binding agreement 

on the protection of civilians. The Second World War had seen civilians ar-

rested, interned, deported, starved, bombed and massacred. But there were 

other issues that also needed addressing. No modern war had been as long, 

as intense, as murderous or as far-ranging, and never had the Red Cross 

emblem been so profoundly violated or prisoners of war so barbarically 

mistreated. 

Four new Conventions, providing protection for civilians, for victims of 

civil wars and for prisoners of war, were debated and eventually ratified in 

the late summer of 1949. They introduced new goals, new proposals, new 

rules and new definitions, all designed to meet the challenges of a warring 

universe. They had scope that Dunant and his colleagues could never have 

imagined. Article 3, common to all four Conventions, was widely regarded 

as a genuinely revolutionary legal move. States signatory to the Conven-

tions would in effect agree that their own behaviour towards any rebellious 

sector of their population would henceforth be governed by international 

humanitarian law.

Within the ICRC, work had begun on codifying what would henceforth be 

known as the Fundamental Principles of the Red Cross: Humanity, Impar-

tiality, Neutrality, Independence, Voluntary Service, Unity, Universality. 

No more than the First World War had the Second been the “war to end 

all wars”. Even as the new Geneva Conventions were being drafted, fresh 

conflicts were breaking out. With the British withdrawal from Palestine, 

fighting intensified between Jews and Arabs, and the ICRC was soon hard 

Germany, 1948. German children being repatriated from Switzerland after receiving medical care. IC RC
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Our team offers the following services, tailored to your 

needs:

•	 Design	and	production:	magazines,	journals,	reports,	
guides, marketing materials, brochures

•	 Editorial:	research	(including	photo	research),	
commissioning, writing, editing and proofing

•	 Project	Management
•	 Contract	and	Co-Publishing
•	 Mail	Order,	Merchandising	&	E-commerce
•	 Consultancy	work,	for	example	on	design	and	marketing



Editorial & Project 
Management
Our team of editors has a wide-ranging knowledge of human rights, 

environmental	and	global	justice	issues.	We	produce	the	monthly	
New Internationalist magazine and an impressive list of books and 

other publications each year.

Over the last 30 years we have completed editorial-based contracts 

and produced press packs for UN agencies including UNFPA, 

UNICEF and UNEP. We have also carried out a publications audit for 

the	ICRC	in	Geneva.	Current	work	includes	collaboration	with	Plan	
International	UK	on	their	Because I am a Girl annual reports, providing 

editorial,	project	management,	design	and	production	services.

“I have worked with New Internationalist on 5 major projects in the last 

5 years and some minor 

ones. They have edited, 

designed and made print 

ready our annual State of the 

World’s Girls Report and I 

could not recommend them 

more highly. The finished 

report looks great and their 

commitment and attention to 

detail is wonderful.”

Sharon	Goulds, 
Plan	International
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Design & Production
We	have	a	highly	skilled	and	well-organized	design	team	who	are	available	for	standalone	projects	or	on-going	design	contracts.

Our creative team designs and produces the flagship Red Cross Red Crescent,	the	magazine	of	the	International	Red	Cross	and	
Red	Crescent	Movement,	published	in	six	languages.

Print	production	is	managed	in-house,	only	using	printers	with	the	highest	environmental	management	standards,	and	
recycled	or	FSC	papers.	We	aim	to	find	you	the	best	combination	of	low	environmental	impact	and	high	quality.

“Red Cross Red Crescent magazine enjoys a long and rewarding relationship with New Internationalist. 

Their team of designers – supported by an administrative staff second to none – delivers cutting-edge, 

industry-standard-setting layouts on time, every time, all at a super competitive price. From magazines to 

postcard books to photographic volumes to business cards, New Internationalist has done it all for us. New 

Internationalist is a key member of our production team.”

Paul	Lemerise,	Production	officer,	Red Cross Red Crescent magazine



Contract & Co-Publishing
Combining	all	the	services	outlined	on	the	previous	pages,	we	can	take	your	book	or	magazine	all	the	way	from	inception	
to publication – and beyond if required, with international marketing and distribution.

Our	experience	covers	a	broad	range	of	publications	(current	affairs,	photography,	reference,	fiction,	non-fiction,	cookery,	
as	well	as	calendars	and	diaries)	and	languages	(Arabic,	Dutch,	French,	German,	Italian,	Russian,	Spanish	and	Swedish).

Most	recently	we	have	published	books	in	collaboration	with	Friends	of	the	Earth,	Greenpeace,	the	International	
Committee	of	the	Red	Cross	(ICRC)	and	People	Tree.

“I find the New Internationalist team extremely professional and an absolute pleasure to work with. People Tree has 

worked with New Internationalist for over 10 years, as we share values and approach – but it is always a wonderful 

surprise to turn around something of high quality quickly. ‘Naked Fashion – The New Sustainable Fashion Revolution’ 

was produced in six months only and with the minimum of stress. I’d be very happy to work with New Internationalist on 

other projects and recommend them most highly.”

Safia	Minney,	CEO	and	Founder,	People	Tree
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Mail Order, 
Merchandising and 
E-Commerce
For	over	20	years	New	Internationalist	has	operated	its	own	successful	mail	
order	business.	Based	on	this	experience	Amnesty	International	UK	asked	
us to take over the management of their mail order catalogue in 1999. 

Within five years we trebled order numbers 

and continue to successfully run 

the operation. We opened a new 

online	shop	for	Friends	of	the	
Earth	(UK)	in	February	2012.

We can handle all aspects of mail 

order: product selection, catalogue 

and webshop design, marketing 

and order processing. We source a 

wide	variety	of	ethical	products	(e.g.	
fair	trade	and	organic)	and	many	of	
these can be branded.

“Amnesty International have now worked with New Internationalist Publications 

for over a decade. They provide a very important service for us and we work 

closely together. The mail order catalogue and web-shop raise significant funds 

for us every year and we are grateful for the work they do with great energy, 

professionalism and attention to detail.”

Lara	Woolston,	Amnesty	UK
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